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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: NMDA receptor (NMDAR) hypofunction has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders with
impairment of cognitive ﬂexibility. However, the molecular mechanism of how NMDAR hypofunction with decreased
NMDAR tone causes the impairment of cognitive ﬂexibility has been minimally understood. Furthermore, it has been
unclear whether hippocampal astrocytes regulate NMDAR tone and cognitive ﬂexibility.
METHODS: We employed cell type–speciﬁc genetic manipulations, ex vivo electrophysiological recordings, sniffer
patch recordings, cutting-edge biosensor for norepinephrine, and behavioral assays to investigate whether
astrocytes can regulate NMDAR tone by releasing D-serine and glutamate. Subsequently, we further investigated
the role of NMDAR tone in heterosynaptic long-term depression, metaplasticity, and cognitive ﬂexibility.
RESULTS: We found that hippocampal astrocytes regulate NMDAR tone via BEST1-mediated corelease of D-serine
and glutamate. Best1 knockout mice exhibited reduced NMDAR tone and impairments of homosynaptic and a1
adrenergic receptor–dependent heterosynaptic long-term depression, which leads to defects in metaplasticity and
cognitive ﬂexibility. These impairments in Best1 knockout mice can be rescued by hippocampal astrocyte-speciﬁc
BEST1 expression or enhanced NMDAR tone through D-serine supplement. D-serine injection in Best1 knockout
mice during initial learning rescues subsequent reversal learning.
CONCLUSIONS: These ﬁndings indicate that NMDAR tone during initial learning is important for subsequent learning,
and hippocampal NMDAR tone regulated by astrocytic BEST1 is critical for heterosynaptic long-term depression,
metaplasticity, and cognitive ﬂexibility.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsych.2021.10.012

The ﬂexibility of memory is as important as the formation of
memory, because an environment and circumstances are not
static but dynamically changing. When necessary, acquired
memories should be ﬂexibly adjusted to adapt to the changing
environment. This ability is generally termed cognitive ﬂexibility
(1). Cognitive ﬂexibility has been reported to decline in several
diseases, for instance, autism spectrum disorder (2), schizophrenia (3), and early stages of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (4,5),
in which a hypofunction of the NMDA receptor (NMDAR) is
implicated (6–8). However, little is known about how NMDAR
hypofunction affects cognitive ﬂexibility.
In the hippocampus, NMDAR-dependent long-term
depression (LTD) is proposed to be associated with spatial
reversal learning (9–12), a hippocampus-dependent form of
cognitive ﬂexibility (13). Although this hypothesis is conceivable because hippocampal LTD is NMDAR dependent (14),
reports of decreased cognitive ﬂexibility with enhanced LTD
(15) or increased cognitive ﬂexibility with impaired LTD (16)
suggest alternative mechanisms. However, studies of other
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mechanisms between NMDAR-dependent plasticity and
cognitive ﬂexibility have been poorly investigated.
D-serine, one of the coagonists that could constitute
NMDAR tone, has been investigated in hippocampal LTD and
cognitive ﬂexibility. For example, it has been shown that
endogenous D-serine plays an important role in the induction
of hippocampal LTD (17), and that a D-serine increase by
additional D-serine application or a loss-of-function mutation
of D-amino acid oxidase, a key catabolic enzyme for D-serine,
enhanced cognitive ﬂexibility (12,18) or hippocampal LTD (12).
While these results imply that D-serine–mediated NMDAR tone
can facilitate cognitive ﬂexibility, the precise molecular and
cellular mechanism of how endogenous D-serine is regulated
and facilitates cognitive ﬂexibility is not fully understood. It is
still unclear and controversial whether the cellular source of Dserine is astrocyte (19) or neuron (20).
Recently, optogenetic stimulation of astrocytes with
channelrhodopsin-2 has been shown to induce an increase in
hippocampal NMDAR tone (21) and NMDAR-dependent LTD
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(22). This increase in NMDAR tone was reduced by the treatment of NPPB (21), which blocks anion channels, including the
Ca21-activated, glutamate-permeable anion channel BEST1
(23), raising a possibility that BEST1-mediated glutamate
release from astrocytes (24,25) might contribute to hippocampal NMDAR tone and LTD. In addition, norepinephrine
(NE), which can stimulate astrocytic Ca21 through the a1
adrenoreceptor (a1-AR) (26), has been shown to induce
NMDAR- and a1-AR–dependent LTD (NE-LTD) (27), recalling
NMDA application (28). Chemogenetic activation of the locus
coeruleus (LC) can restore cognitive ﬂexibility in a model of
early stages of AD (29), suggesting an important role of NE in
cognitive ﬂexibility. However, it has not been known whether
NE induces NMDAR tone increase and NE-LTD through
astrocytic Ca21 activation and how astrocytic activation affects cognitive ﬂexibility.
In addition, astrocytic activation can lead to not only
homosynaptic LTD (22,30) but also heterosynaptic LTD (31),
which was ﬁrst documented to occur at unstimulated synapses accompanying homosynaptic long-term potentiation
(LTP). Heterosynaptic LTD has great potential as the aforementioned alternative mechanism for cognitive ﬂexibility,
because it has been suggested to enable metaplasticity (32), a
plasticity of synaptic plasticity (33,34). However, the molecular
mechanism by which heterosynaptic LTD is regulated by astrocytes and how it contributes to cognitive ﬂexibility has been
poorly investigated.
In this study, we have investigated how astrocytes regulate
heterosynaptic LTD and metaplasticity and thereby contribute
to cognitive ﬂexibility.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
See the Supplement for more details. All animal experiments
except behavioral experiments were performed in 8- to 16week-old male and female mice. For behavioral experiments,
only male mice were used. Mice were given ad libitum access
to food and water under a 12:12-hour light-dark cycle. All
animal care and handling were performed according to the
directives of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of the Korea Institute of Science and Technology and Institute
for Basic Science.
For electrophysiological recordings in acute brain slices,
350-mm-thick transverse or coronal slices were prepared. To
measure tonic NMDAR current (ItonicNMDAR), whole-cell
voltage-clamp recording was performed holding at 140 mV.
Baseline current was stabilized under treatment of CNQX (20
mM), bicuculline (10 mM), CGP55845 (10 mM), and strychnine
(10 mM), and subsequently, ItonicNMDAR was measured by the
baseline shift after 50 mM APV. Astrocytic Ca21 chelation was
performed as previously described (35).
For ﬁeld excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) recordings in hippocampal slices, a 400- mm-thick transverse of
hippocampal slices was prepared. The stimulation intensity
was adjusted to obtain fEPSP slopes of 40% to 50% of the
maximum. Basal fEPSP response was monitored at 0.067 Hz.
For the simultaneous homosynaptic and heterosynaptic recordings, borosilicate theta glass was prepared to deliver focal
stimulation on two independent pathways. Stimulation intensity was adjusted to acquire two independent pathways
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during a paired-pulse ratio test with 50-ms intervals, and the
amplitude of each fEPSP was 0.1 to 0.4 mV.
For ﬂuorescence imaging experiments, AAV-GFAP104jRCaMP1a or AAV-GFAP104-GRABNE2m virus was injected
into hippocampal CA1 to measure Ca21 and NE from astrocytes, respectively.
For sniffer patch experiments, primary astrocytes were
prepared as previously described (24,36). Fura-2AM was
loaded for 40 minutes, then washed and subjected to imaging.
To induce astrocytic Ca21, 500 mM TFLLR was applied with
pressure (20 lbf/in2, 100 ms) using Picospritzer (Parker
Instrument).
For 2-cell assay, source cells were prepared with transfection of Best1-expressing plasmids in HEK293T cells. The
sensor cell was prepared as described above. A pair of one
sensor and one source cell were patched, and the responsive
current from sensor cells was measured under voltage clamp
while the source cell was ruptured.
For permeability assay, Best1 current was measured from
the Best1-expressing HEK293T cell with various concentrations of substitution for chloride to D-serine. The internal
solution contained 100 mM CsCl, 20 mM tetraethylammoniumCl, 8.7 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM BAPTA, 3 mM MgATP, 0.2 mM Na2-GTP, and 0.5 mM MgCl2 (pH was adjusted
to 7.2 with CsOH); when D-serine was included, it replaced an
equimolar amount of CsCl. Osmolarity was adjusted to 287
mosmol by adding sucrose.
For the Morris water maze (MWM), mice were tested as
previously described (37). The training consisted of 4 trials/day
(10-min intertrial interval) for 7 days in the hidden platform test.
The training in Best1 rescue experiments consisted of 3 trials/
day. On day 8, the hidden platform was placed on the opposite
quadrant for the spatial reversal learning test. For the D-serine
application, D-serine (600 mg/kg) was injected intraperitoneally
20 minutes before the ﬁrst trial of each day during the acquisition session. In the visible platform test, mice were trained to
ﬁnd a visible platform marked with a salient black tape for 2
days (4 trials/day, 10 min intertrial interval). During the test
session after acquisition (day 3, trial 9), the platform was
moved to an adjacent location.
Statistical analyses were performed using Prism 9 (GraphPad Software). Data were presented as mean 6 SEM. No
statistical method was used to predetermine sample size.
Sample sizes were empirically determined based on our previous experiences.

RESULTS
Astrocytes Regulate Hippocampal NMDAR Tone
Through BEST1
Astrocytic Ca21 is an important signaling molecule for the
release of gliotransmitters (38–40). To investigate whether
astrocytic Ca21 is important for the regulation of hippocampal
NMDAR tone, we measured ItonicNMDAR (41) (Figure 1A) after
astrocytic Ca21 chelation with BAPTA (Figure 1B; Figure S1A).
ItonicNMDAR was signiﬁcantly reduced by astrocytic Ca21 chelation (1BAPTA) compared with control (2BAPTA) (Figure 1C, D),
indicating that hippocampal astrocytes can regulate
NMDAR tone in a Ca21-dependent manner. Note that
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Figure

1. Astrocytes regulate hippocampal
NMDAR tone through BEST1. (A) ItonicNMDAR
recording in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron. To
isolate NMDAR-mediated current, 20 mM CNQX, 10
mM bicuculline, 10 mM CGP55845, and 10 mM
strychnine were applied. A 50-mM APV-sensitive
current was measured in voltage holding at 140
mV. (B) Astrocytic Ca21 chelation with BAPTA dialysis. (C) Representative traces of ItonicNMDAR with or
without BAPTA dialysis. (D) Summary graph of
ItonicNMDAR with or without BAPTA dialysis. (E–G)
Representative traces of ItonicNMDAR (E), summary
graph of ItonicNMDAR (F), and relative ItonicNMDAR to WT
(G) in WT and Best1 knockout mice. (H–K) Scheme
of astrocytic Best1 rescue in CA1 of Best1 KO mice
(H), images showing virus expression (I), representative traces of ItonicNMDAR (J), and summary graph of
ItonicNMDAR in each condition (K). (L) Application of
100 mM D-serine during ItonicNMDAR measurement.
(M) Summary graph of ItonicNMDAR before (black) and
after D-serine treatment (purple) in each condition.
(N) Estimated tonic NMDAR GMS occupancy (%).
Individual dots refer to cells. Data are represented as
mean 6 SEM. *p , .05; **p , .01; ***p , .001; MannWhitney U test (D, K) or unpaired t test (F, M, N).
#p , .05; ##p , .01; ###p , .001; paired t test (M).
Bic, bicuculline; CGP, CGP55845; GMS, glycine
modulatory site; KO, knockout; NMDAR, NMDA
receptor; NS, not signiﬁcant; Stry, strychnine; WT,
wild-type.

baﬁlomycin A1, which blocks vesicular release, did not affect
ItonicNMDAR (41).
Next, we examined ItonicNMDAR in Best1 knockout (KO) mice
(42) to investigate whether BEST1, which can release glutamate in a Ca21-dependent manner (24), regulates NMDAR
tone and found that ItonicNMDAR was signiﬁcantly reduced in
Best1 KO mice compared with wild-type mice (Figure 1E–G).
The decrease in ItonicNMDAR in Best1 KO mice was not due to
NMDAR expression or changes in basal synaptic transmission
(Figure S1B–N). To substantiate further that astrocytic BEST1
regulates NMDAR tone, BEST1 was overexpressed in hippocampal astrocytes with AAV-GFAP-Best1-IRES-EGFP virus
(Figure 1H, I; Figure S2). Best1 KO mice expressing BEST1 in
astrocytes (GFAP-Best1) showed recovery of ItonicNMDAR
compared with control (GFAP-GFP) (Figure 1J, K), indicating
that astrocytic BEST1 mediates NMDAR tone in the
hippocampus.

NMDAR tone can be attributed to both glutamate and
NMDAR coagonists (i.e., D-serine or glycine), because both are
required for NMDAR activation. To dissect the contribution of
glutamate to NMDAR tone, the NMDAR glycine modulatory site
(GMS) was saturated by 100 mM D-serine application
(Figure 1L). The GMS-saturated ItonicNMDAR was signiﬁcantly
reduced in Best1 KO mice (Figure 1M). The percentage of GMS
occupancy (basal ItonicNMDAR/GMS-saturated ItonicNMDAR) was
also signiﬁcantly reduced in Best1 KO mice. We observed a
similarly reduced GMS occupancy of synaptic NMDAR (synNMDAR) in Best1 KO, knockdown, and rescue experiments
(Figure S3). Taken together, these results indicate that astrocytic
BEST1 regulates the majority of NMDAR tone (63.9%) by
modulating the ambient level of both glutamate and coagonists.
Next, we investigated whether ItonicNMDAR is mediated by
extrasynaptic NMDAR (exNMDAR) or tonic activation of
synNMDAR. To test this idea, only synNMDAR or both
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synNMDAR and exNMDAR were inhibited by 20 mM
MK-801, a use-dependent NMDAR inhibitor, and ItonicNMDAR
was measured (Figure 2A, B). No decrease in ItonicNMDAR
under the inhibition of synNMDAR indicated that exNMDAR
rather than synNMDAR majorly mediates ItonicNMDAR
(Figure 2C). The remaining ItonicNMDAR may be mediated by
either the unblocked synNMDAR or the unblocked
exNMDAR. These results suggest that astrocytic gliotransmission through BEST1 targets exNMDAR in addition
to synNMDAR (Figure S3) (43).

D-Serine and Glutamate Are Coreleased From
Astrocytes Through BEST1
Besides glutamate, to determine whether D-serine or glycine is
released from astrocytes in a Ca21-dependent manner, a
sniffer patch experiment was performed. TFLLR, a PAR-1
agonist, was locally applied to induce Ca21-dependent
release from an astrocyte, and the sensor current was recorded from an HEK293T cell expressing either a biosensor,
NMDAR (NR1-1a and chimeric NR2A[2D-S1]) for glutamate
and coagonist detection, or glycine receptor (hGlyR a1 L261F)
for glycine detection, but not D-serine (Figure 3A, B). We
observed a signiﬁcant NMDAR-sensor current but minimal
glycine receptor–sensor current (Figure 3C, D), suggesting the
involvement of astrocytic D-serine rather than glycine. To
determine whether D-serine is released, short hairpin RNA
(shRNA) for serine racemase (SR), which synthesizes D-serine,
was expressed in the astrocyte (Figure 3E; Figure S4). The
expression of SR shRNA reduced NMDAR-sensor current,
which was restored through D-serine incubation (Figure 3E, F),
indicating that astrocytes release D-serine, not glycine, to
activate NMDAR. Next, we examined a possibility that D-serine
directly permeates BEST1. To estimate the relative permeability of D-serine to BEST1, we recorded Ca21-activated
BEST1-mediated current with serial substitutions of chloride in
an internal pipette solution with equivalent concentrations of
D-serine (Figure 3G). Recorded reversal potential was in between two theoretical lines of permeability (P) ratio, which are

PD-serine/PCl = 1 and PD-serine/PCl = 0 (Figure 3H), suggesting
substantial D-serine permeability to BEST1. Subsequently, we
investigated whether D-serine and glutamate can be coreleased through BEST1. We employed a 2-cell sniffer patch
technique, consisting of a source cell expressing BEST1 and a
sensor cell expressing NR1/NR2A(2D-S1) (Figure 3I). We found
a signiﬁcant NMDAR-sensor current in both glutamate and Dserine for the source cell with BEST1 but not in glutamate only
or with BEST1-W93C, a pore-mutant form of BEST1 (Figure 3J,
K). Finally, we tested the concept of corelease of glutamate
and D-serine through BEST1 in astrocytes with the sniffer
patch experiment (Figure 3L). Best1 shRNA–expressing
astrocytes showed almost complete elimination of the
NMDAR-sensor current, which was fully reconstituted by a
coexpression of an shRNA-insensitive form of Best1, whereas
coexpression of BEST1-W93C showed no recovery
(Figure 3L–N). Taken together, these results indicate that astrocytes corelease D-serine and glutamate through BEST1 in a
Ca21-dependent manner to activate adjacent NMDAR and
mediate NMDAR tone in the hippocampus.

Decreased NMDAR Tone Leads to Impaired LTD in
Hippocampus
Next, we examined the potential role of NMDAR tone in synaptic plasticity, with fEPSP recordings of the Schaffer collateral
(SC) pathway at CA3-CA1 synapses. We found that lowfrequency stimulation (LFS)–induced LTD was completely
impaired in Best1 KO mice (Figure 4A–C; Figure S5C, D),
whereas the plasticity induced by high-frequency stimulation
(HFS) or 10-Hz stimulation was intact (Figure 4C; Figure S5A, B).
These results suggest that regulation of NMDAR tone through
BEST1 is critical for the induction of LTD but not LTP. Next, to
test whether the recovery of NMDAR tone with overexpression
of Best1 in astrocytes is sufﬁcient for LTD recovery, BEST1
was overexpressed in hippocampal astrocytes of Best1 KO
mice (Figure 4D–F). Hippocampal LTD in Best1 KO mice was
restored with astrocytic BEST1 overexpression but not with
control (Figure 4F). These results indicate that astrocytic
Figure 2. ItonicNMDAR is majorly mediated by
exNMDAR rather than synNMDAR. (A) Upper:
experimental scheme for the inhibition of synNMDAR by 20 mM MK-801. Lower: inhibition of
synNMDAR current (left) and representative
ItonicNMDAR (right). (B) Upper: experimental scheme
for the inhibition of both synNMDAR and
exNMDAR by 20 mM MK-801. Lower: inhibition of
synNMDAR current (left) and representative
ItonicNMDAR
(right).
Bic,
bicuculline;
CGP,
CGP55845; EPSC, excitatory postsynaptic current; exNMDAR, extrasynaptic NMDA receptor;
synNMDAR, synaptic NMDAR; Stry, strychnine;
WT, wild-type.
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Figure 3. Astrocyte coreleases D-serine and
glutamate through BEST1 to activate NMDAR. (A)
Scheme of sniffer patch using primary astrocyte and
sensor cell. (B) Validation of sensor channels. Upper:
NR1-1a/NR2A(2D-S1)–mediated responsive current
to 100 mM glutamate and 100 mM D-serine. Lower:
hGlyRa1 L261F–mediated responsive current to
100 mM D-serine and 100 mM glycine, respectively.
(C) Representative traces of Ca21 response in astrocytes, and responsive sensor current from sensor
cell expressing NR1-1a/NR2A(2D-S1) or hGlyRa1
L261F. (D) Summary graph of the peak amplitude
normalized to full activation in sensor cell with NR11a/NR2A(2D-S1) or hGlyRa1 L261F. (E) Left: representative traces of SR knockdown and control.
Right: summary graph of the normalized peak
amplitude in each condition. (F) Left: representative
traces of SR knockdown before and after 100 mM
D-serine treatment. Right: summary graph of the
normalized peak amplitude in each condition. (G) I-V
relationship in HEK293T cell expressing BEST1 in
the presence of Ca21 (w4.5 mM) and varying intracellular concentrations of D-serine. (H) Dependence
of Erev (mV) on intracellular D-serine concentration.
Gray dotted lines: predicted Erev by the GoldmanHodgkin-Katz equation when D-serine is as permeable as Cl2 (PD-serine/PCl = 1) and when D-serine is
not permeable at all (PD-serine/PCl = 0). (I) Scheme of
two cells assay. Source cell expressing BEST1 WT or
W93C mutant. (J) Representative traces of currents
simultaneously recorded from source (red) and
sensor (green) cells. (K) Summary graph of the
normalized peak amplitude in each condition. (L)
Sniffer patch for astrocyte with Best1 shRNA
expression. (M) Representative traces of Best1
knockdown without or with either overexpression of
shRNA-insensitive form or W93C mutant form of
Best1. (N) Summary graph of the normalized peak
amplitude. Individual dots and numbers refer to cells.
Data are represented as mean 6 SEM. *p , .05;
**p , .01; ***p , .001; unpaired t test (D, E), paired
t test (F), and one-way analysis of variance with the
Tukey multiple comparison test (K, N). Erev, current
reversal potential; NMDAR, NMDA receptor; shRNA,
short hairpin RNA; SR, serine racemase; WT, wildtype.

BEST1 mediates hippocampal LTD, possibly via regulation of
glutamate and D-serine.
It is noteworthy that D-serine contributes to hippocampal
LTD (17,44). Next, we examined the possibility that astrocytic Dserine may contribute to LTD, because D-serine can be released
through BEST1. A Cre-dependent SR shRNA–expressing virus
(AAV-pSico-RED SR shRNA) and a cell-speciﬁc Cre-expressing
virus (AAV-GFAP-Cre for astrocytes or AAV-CaMKIIa-Cre for
excitatory neurons) were coinjected into CA1 (Figure 4G).
Astrocytic SR knockdown eliminated LTD, whereas neuronal SR
knockdown did not (Figure 4H, I). Finally, we tested whether
impaired LTD in Best1 KO mice can be restored by increasing

NMDAR tone during LTD induction. D-serine application
restored impaired LTD in Best1 KO mice (Figure 4J, K), indicating that NMDAR tone is critical for hippocampal LTD. Taken
together, these results show that astrocytes are important mediators of NMDAR tone and hippocampal LTD.

Norepinephrine Induces NMDAR Tone and LTD
in Hippocampus
NE activates astrocytic Ca21 through a1-AR (26) (Figure S6A–
D) and induces a1-AR–dependent LTD (27). Next, we examined whether NE-LTD is dependent on NMDAR tone. A 200-mM
NE application induced a signiﬁcant ItonicNMDAR, which was
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Figure 4. Astrocytic regulation of NMDAR tone
through BEST1 is important for LTD induction. (A)
LFS (900 stim. at 1 Hz)–induced LTD in WT and
Best1 KO mice. (B) Summary graph of LFS-induced
LTD in each condition. (C) Bienenstock–Cooper–
Munro curve of synaptic plasticity in each condition.
(D) Scheme of CA1 astrocyte-speciﬁc Best1 rescue
in Best1 KO mice. (E, F) LFS-induced LTD (E) and
summary graph (F) in CA1 astrocyte-speciﬁc Best1
rescue from Best1 KO mice. (G) Scheme of cell type–
speciﬁc SR KD. (H, I) LFS-induced LTD (H) and
summary graph (I) in cell type–speciﬁc SR KD
experiment. (J, K) LTD induction in Best1 KO mice
with 20 mM D-serine application during LFS (J) and
summary graph (K). Numbers in the graphs refer to
hippocampal slices. Scale bar: 1 mV, 10 ms. Data are
represented as mean 6 SEM. *p , .05; **p , .01;
***p , .001; unpaired t test (B, C, F, K), and one-way
analysis of variance with the Tukey multiple comparison test (I). fEPSP, ﬁeld excitatory postsynaptic
potential; KD, knockdown; KO, knockout; LFS, lowfrequency stimulation; LTD, long-term depression;
NMDAR, NMDA receptor; shRNA, short hairpin RNA;
SR, serine racemase; WT, wild-type.

blocked by APV (Figure 5A–C). The 200-mM NE-induced ItonicNMDAR
was almost completely eliminated in Best1 KO mice and
signiﬁcantly restored by D-serine (Figure 5B, C), suggesting
that NE increases NMDAR tone through BEST1 in the hippocampus. Then, NE-LTD was examined to determine its correlation with NMDAR tone. We found that NE-LTD was blocked
by APV in wild-type mice, absent in Best1 KO mice, and
restored by D-serine in Best1 KO mice (Figure 5D–G). Taken
together, these results indicate that NE-LTD is induced by
NMDAR tone mediated by Best1.

HFS-Induced Norepinephrine Release Mediates
Heterosynaptic LTD
Most of the NE in the brain is supplied by ﬁber projections from
the LC, and SC stimulation or glutamate application has been
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shown to induce NE release (45–47). We further investigated
the effect of SC stimulation on release of NE-targeting hippocampal astrocytes. Through SC stimulation in which
GRABNE2m, a GPCR-based NE ﬂuorescence sensor, was
speciﬁcally expressed in astrocytes, we found that NE release
was increased in an intensity- and frequency-dependent
manner (Figure 6A–G). These results suggest that presynaptic CA3 activation can induce NE release, possibly through
presynaptic AMPA receptors (Figure S6E–H).
The fact that NE was signiﬁcantly released by HFS led to the
hypothesis that NE-LTD caused by NMDAR tone may occur
during HFS. Because HFS induces LTD at heterosynaptic
(unstimulated) synapses while inducing LTP (48), we examined
whether heterosynaptic LTD shares a similar molecular
mechanism with NE-LTD. After establishing two independent
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Figure 5. NE induces NMDAR tone increase and
NE-LTD. (A) Representative traces of NE-induced
ItonicNMDAR in WT without or with APV. (B) Representative traces of NE-induced ItonicNMDAR in Best1
KO mice without or with 100 mM D-serine. (C)
Summary graph of NE-induced ItonicNMDAR in each
condition. (D) NE-induced LTD in WT without or
with APV. (E) NE-induced LTD in Best1 KO mice
without or with 100 mM D-serine. (F) Summary
graph of 200-mM NE-induced LTD in each condition.
(G) Correlation graph for NE-induced ItonicNMDAR and
NE-induced fEPSP slope change. Numbers in the
graphs refer to hippocampal slices (F), and individual
dots refer to cells. Scale bar: 1 mV, 10 ms. Data are
represented as mean 6 SEM. *p , .05; **p , .01;
***p , .001; one-way analysis of variance with the
Tukey multiple comparisons test (C) and unpaired
t test (F). Bic, bicuculline; CGP, CGP55845; fEPSP,
ﬁeld excitatory postsynaptic potential; KO, knockout;
LTD, long-term depression; NE, norepinephrine;
NMDAR, NMDA receptor; NS, not signiﬁcant; Stry,
strychnine; WT, wild-type.

stimuli (Figure 6H, I), heterosynaptic LTD was induced by HFS
(Figure 6J, K). Prazosin blocked heterosynaptic LTD but not
homosynaptic LTP (Figure 6J, K), indicating that a1-AR is
necessary for heterosynaptic LTD. Heterosynaptic LTD, but
not homosynaptic LTP, was impaired in Best1 KO mice and
restored by an enhancement of NMDAR tone with D-serine
(Figure 6J–M). Taken together, these results indicate that NEa1-AR mediates heterosynaptic LTD through NMDAR tone.

enhancement of NMDAR tone, D-serine was applied during the
ﬁrst HFS (orange), LFS (green), or second HFS window (blue)
(Figure 7C–F). We found that repotentiation was restored by Dserine treatment during the ﬁrst HFS window but not the LFS
or second HFS windows (Figure 7C–F). These results suggest
that NMDAR tone during initial HFS required for heterosynaptic
LTD is critical for subsequent repotentiation and
metaplasticity.

Repotentiation Is Impaired in Best1 KO Mice

Astrocytic BEST1 and NMDAR Tone Regulation Are
the Keys for Cognitive Flexibility and Flexible
Memory Formation

Heterosynaptic plasticity has been proposed to enable further
changes in synaptic plasticity, i.e., metaplasticity (32). Next, we
examined whether a decrease in heterosynaptic LTD in Best1
KO mice affects metaplasticity, using a bidirectional modiﬁcation protocol (49), consisting of ﬁrst HFS, LFS, and second
HFS (Figure 7A). We found that repotentiation, but not
depotentiation, was signiﬁcantly impaired in Best1 KO mice
(Figure 7A, B; Figure S7). To test whether impaired repotentiation in Best1 KO mice can be restored by an

To investigate the role of BEST1-mediated NMDAR tone in
learning and memory, we performed various hippocampusdependent memory tasks, such as the MWM, passive avoidance test, and contextual fear conditioning test, with Best1 KO
mice (Figure 8A; Figure S8). We found no difference in memory
acquisition during the MWM, passive avoidance test, and
contextual fear conditioning, vision, and locomotion
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Figure 6. Local NE release mediates heterosynaptic LTD through NMDAR tone. (A) GRABNE2m, a ﬂuorescent sensor for NE. (B) Astrocytic expression of
GRABNE2m with AAV-GFAP104-GRABNE2m. (C) Scheme of evoked NE release by Schaffer collateral stimulation. (D) Images of GRABNE2m in hippocampal
CA1. (E) Representative traces of GRABNE2m response by the various stimulation. (F) Stimulus intensity-GRABNE2m response curve (at 20 Hz). (G) Stimulus
frequency-GRABNE2m response curve (at 500 mA). (H) Scheme of simultaneous homosynaptic (S1, orange) and heterosynaptic (S2, blue) recordings. (I) Lack
of heterosynaptic facilitation with 50-ms interval. (J) Homosynaptic and heterosynaptic changes by HFS in WT, WT with 10 mM prazosin, and Best1 KO
mice. (K) Summary graph of fEPSP changes in (J). (L) Homosynaptic and heterosynaptic changes by HFS in Best1 KO mice and Best1 KO mice with 100 mM
D-serine. (M) Summary graph of fEPSP changes in (L). Numbers in the graphs refer to hippocampal slices. Data are represented as mean 6 SEM. *p , .05;
**p , .01; ***p , .001; unpaired t test (K, M). fEPSP, ﬁeld excitatory postsynaptic potential; Heterosyn., heterosynaptic; HFS, high-frequency stimulation;
Homosyn., homosynaptic; KO, knockout; LTD, long-term depression; NE, norepinephrine; NMDAR, NMDA receptor; NS, not signiﬁcant; WT, wild-type.

(Figure 8A–E; Figure S8). Contrarily, Best1 KO mice showed
impaired reversal learning in the MWM (Figure 8B, C). This
impaired reversal learning was sufﬁciently recovered by
astrocytic BEST1 overexpression (Figure 8F), indicating that
astrocytic BEST1 is critical for cognitive ﬂexibility.
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Finally, we hypothesized that NMDAR tone during initial
memory acquisition contributes to reversal learning and ﬂexible memory formation, because it enables heterosynaptic LTD
and further repotentiation. To test this hypothesis, we
enhanced NMDAR tone by administering D-serine only during
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Figure 7. NMDAR tone during ﬁrst potentiation
promotes repotentiation. (A, B) Time course of the
normalized fEPSP slope changes (A) and summary
graph (B) of ﬁrst HFS-induced potentiation, LFSinduced depotentiation, and second HFS-induced
repotentiation in WT and Best1 KO mice. (C)
NMDAR tone enhancement during ﬁrst HFS window
in Best1 KO mice by 20 mM D-serine treatment. (D)
Summary graph of results from (C). (E) NMDAR tone
enhancement during LFS or second HFS window in
Best1 KO mice by 20 mM D-serine treatment. (F)
Summary graph of the results from (E). Data are
represented as mean 6 SEM. *p , .05; **p , .01;
***p , .001; unpaired t test (B, D, F). fEPSP, ﬁeld
excitatory postsynaptic potential; HFS, highfrequency stimulation; LFS, low-frequency stimulation; KO, knockout; NMDAR, NMDA receptor; NS,
not signiﬁcant; WT, wild-type.

initial memory acquisition and then examined reversal learning
(Figure 8G–L). Enhanced NMDAR tone during initial memory
acquisition restored reversal learning in Best1 KO mice
(Figure 8K, L), indicating that NMDAR tone during initial
memory acquisition is critical for the formation of ﬂexible
memory.
Altogether, these ﬁndings establish that astrocytes render
memory ﬂexible through BEST1 by regulating NMDAR tone
during initial memory acquisition (Figure S9).

DISCUSSION
We have presented that astrocytes are critically involved in
reversal learning and ﬂexible memory formation. Astrocytes
achieve this unique function by coreleasing D-serine and
glutamate through BEST1 on activation of the NE–a1-AR
pathway, leading to an enhanced NMDAR tone and heterosynaptic LTD during initial memory acquisition. Our study
provides a comprehensive understanding of how NE, NMDAR
tone, and memory formation are associated.

Astrocyte as a Regulator of NMDAR Tone
It has been proposed that astrocytes mediate NMDAR tone in
the hippocampus (41). However, this concept of astrocytic
contribution to NMDAR tone has been challenged by the
investigation on IP3 receptor type 2 (IP3R2) KO, showing no

difference in hippocampal NMDAR tone (50). Contrary to this
conﬂicting observation, we found that astrocytes majorly
contribute to hippocampal NMDAR tone in a Ca21-dependent
manner through BEST1. Our results raise the possibility that
IP3R2-mediated Ca21 may not be necessary for the activation
of BEST1, and other calcium sources [e.g., IP3R2-independent
Ca21 from endoplasmic reticulum (51), endoplasmic reticulum–
Ca21-independent Ca21 (52–54)] should be investigated in
future studies.
In this study, we have identiﬁed D-serine as a novel permeant molecule passing through BEST1 and demonstrated
that astrocytic BEST1 is an ideal regulator of NMDAR tone by
releasing both glutamate and D-serine in the hippocampus.
Our study directly addresses the recent controversy over the
origin of D-serine (19,20) and provides answers with astrocytespeciﬁc manipulations. Although SR has been reported to be
expressed in both astrocytes (19) and neurons (20), neuronal
synthesis and release of D-serine may not contribute to the Dserine content in the hippocampus (55) and hippocampal LTD
(56). We have found that BEST1-mediated D-serine release
from astrocytes is particularly important for hippocampal LTD,
showing a critical role of D-serine for LTD (17). In contrast,
BEST1-mediated D-serine release is not required for LTP,
suggesting an alternative molecular (57,58) or cellular mechanism (55,59) of release of D-serine or glycine or both for LTP
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Figure 8. NMDAR tone is critical for formation of
ﬂexible memory. (A) Scheme of Morris water maze.
(B) Escape latency of WT and Best1 KO in acquisition and reversal test session. (C) Searching time of
WT and Best1 KO mice during reversal test in each
quadrant. (D, E) Escape latency (D) and moved
distance (E) of WT and Best1 KO mice in visible
platform test. (F) Escape latency of Best1 KO mice
with the rescue of astrocytic BEST1, in acquisition
and reversal test session during hidden platform test.
(G–L) Application of saline or D-serine (600 mg/kg,
intraperitoneal injection) in each day of acquisition
session. (G, I, K) Escape latency of WT and Best1
KO mice with application of saline or D-serine. (H, J,
L) Left: number of crossing to each quadrant in each
condition during acquisition session. Right: number
of crossing to each quadrant in each condition during reversal test session. Numbers in the graphs refer
to animals. Data are represented as mean 6 SEM. *p
, .05; **p , .01; ***p , .001; two-way analysis of
variance with Fisher’s least signiﬁcant difference (B,
D, F) and unpaired t test (C, E, G–L). #p , .05; ##p ,
.01; ###p , .001; two-way repeated measures
analysis of variance (genotype or treatment) (B, G, I,
K). KO, knockout; NMDAR, NMDA receptor; NS, not
signiﬁcant; WT, wild-type.

induction. Still, BEST1-mediated glutamate can lower the
threshold for LTP (43) on PAR1 activation, so further researches on other types of LTP (e.g., late LTP) and learning
paradigm are needed. In addition, more detailed molecular
mechanisms by which astrocytes induce NMDAR-dependent
LTD [e.g., Ca21 inﬂux through ionotropic NMDAR (60) or
metabotropic signaling through non-ionotropic NMDAR (61)]
need to be further established.
It is interesting to note that D-serine administration alone
was able to restore the impairments in Best1 KO mice. We
estimated that only 37.4% of glutamate was reduced in Best1
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KO mice, indicating that there is an additional mechanism for
remaining ambient glutamate in Best1 KO mice. Additional
possible mechanisms for astrocytic glutamate release include
xCT (62), vesicular glutamate release (63), or volume-regulated
anion channel (64,65). It should be noted that an xCT inhibitor,
sulfasalazine, reduced ItonicNMDAR by 66.8% (Figure S10),
indicating the predominant contribution of xCT to ambient
glutamate. Owing to the additional mechanism of remaining
tonic glutamate in Best1 KO mice, only D-serine administration
was sufﬁcient to show the recovery effects. Whether the
various mechanisms of astrocytes that release glutamate or D-
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serine work cooperatively (66) and how astrocytic uptake
through transporters contribute to NMDAR tone have been
poorly established. In particular, the clearance of NMDAR tone
through transporters (e.g., GLT-1 or GLAST) may be important
to prevent overspread of NMDAR tone and heterosynaptic
LTD. These interesting topics await future investigation.
Furthermore, the concept of astrocytic regulation of NMDAR
tone should not be limited to the hippocampus but should be
applicable to other brain regions (e.g., cortex) (66,67).

Local Norepinephrine Release Mediates
Heterosynaptic LTD via Astrocytic Regulation of
NMDAR Tone
In this study, we found that SC stimulation induces NE release
by activating presynaptic AMPA receptors (68) at the LC terminals of so-called en passant varicosities (69), forming
axoaxonic synapses. These results are consistent with previous reports that glutamate induces local NE release (45,46)
and supports the hypothesis of local control of NE release (70).
HFS-induced NE release induces heterosynaptic LTD through
a1-AR, which is a key receptor in astrocytes for NE-LTD induction. These results suggest that astrocytes play an
essential role in heterosynaptic LTD, which is consistent with
previous reports (31,71). Given that one CA1 astrocyte is in
contact with about 140,000 synapses from numerous neurons
(72), it is plausible to consider one astrocyte to mediate heterosynaptic LTD at unstimulated synapses while stimulated
synapses are potentiated. Thus, astrocytes provide a unique
structural medium for a simultaneous dynamic control of
multiple synapses from both stimulated and unstimulated
neurons, mediating various forms of homeostatic plasticity and
metaplasticity.

(79), respectively. It would be interesting to investigate whether
heterosynaptic LTD is impaired in aging, AD, and other brain
diseases in which cognitive ﬂexibility decreases (e.g., autism
spectrum disorder, schizophrenia). Altogether, these ﬁndings
extend our current knowledge of cognitive ﬂexibility beyond
homosynaptic plasticity to heterosynaptic plasticity, metaplasticity, and ﬂexible memory.
In conclusion, we established that astrocytes play a crucial
role in ﬂexible memory formation by enabling heterosynaptic
LTD at unstimulated synapses to facilitate the formation of new
memories when environment and circumstances change.
These ﬁndings broaden our understanding of astrocytic roles
in memory formation and provide potential therapeutic targets
for impaired cognitive ﬂexibility in various psychiatric diseases.
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ARTICLE INFORMATION
Heterosynaptic LTD Can Determine Flexibility of
Memory
Cognitive ﬂexibility has long been explained only by homosynaptic LTD (9,73,74). However, conﬂicting reports suggest
alternative mechanisms (15,16). In this study, we suggest that
heterosynaptic LTD accompanying homosynaptic LTP contributes to cognitive ﬂexibility. One functional difference between homosynaptic and heterosynaptic LTD in cognitive
ﬂexibility is that homosynaptic LTD occurs during memory
modiﬁcation (74), whereas heterosynaptic LTD occurs during
memory acquisition. The results that D-serine administration
during LTP induction or during initial memory acquisition
restored heterosynaptic LTD and reversal learning in Best1 KO
mice support the importance of heterosynaptic LTD for
cognitive ﬂexibility. We construe these results as when the
initial memory is formed, the memory that accompanies heterosynaptic LTD becomes a ﬂexible memory, and the memory
that does not accompany becomes an inﬂexible memory. This
idea proposes that less ﬂexible memory can be formed during
memory acquisition under certain conditions in which heterosynaptic LTD is impaired. Consistently, administration of prazosin, which blocks heterosynaptic LTD, has been reported to
interfere with subsequent extinction learning (75,76).
Decreased cognitive ﬂexibility in aging (77) and AD (5) is
possibly associated with impaired heterosynaptic LTD due to
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